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The 123 superconductor (Cao.iLao.9)(Ba1.65Lao.35)Cu30j/ (c) has been prepared by
the usual carbonate-oxyde method. After oxygenation to the optimal oxygen
doping of y=7.135, the maximal TC=57K. We prepared (c) also via reaction (1):

Bai^CuaOg.goe + 0.033O2 =
(1)

The initial reagents are also superconductors. The first (a) has a maximal TC=57K,
second (b) - 81K. In reference [1] we have shown that several isomers having the
same general formula (c), may exist each having different ratios of the follow-
ing possible unit cells: LaBfyCuzOy, La(BaLa)Cu3Oj,, LaLa2Cu3OJ/, CaBa2Cu3Oy,
Ca(BaLa)Cu3O!/,CaLa2Cu3Oj/. These isomers are formed at different temperatures
of the preparation of (c) by carbonate-oxyde method [1]. After the formation of
compound (c) has been completed, further heating, even to higher temperatures,
cannot change one isomer into another. Thus, there is no equilibrium between the
(c) isomers and, if there also is no equilibrium in the cases of both isomers (a) and
(b), then reaction (1) should not change the ratio of the unit cells. Each cell (i),
which is present in (a) in concentration ft (a), should be present in (c) in concen-
tration 0.75ft(a); analogously, each cell (i) which is present in (b) in concentration
ft(b) should be present in (c) in concentration 0.25ft(b). According to the cluster
component method, [2], TCjmax = EftTj, where Ti is Xc>max of such a hypothetical
sample, which contains cells (i) only. Thus the expected Tcmax of (c), prepared via
reaction (1), is: E0.75ft(a)Ti + £0.25ft(&)T; = 0.75 x 57 4- 0.25 x 81 = 63K, i.e.
higher by 6 degrees than the Tcmax of (c) prepared by the usual method.
We studied reaction (1) via X-ray diffraction. XRD spectra showed that the intensity
of the reagents peaks decrease with the time of the reaction and after 100 hours at
950°C only peaks of (c) remain (having the same width as the peaks of (c) prepared
via the usual method). After oxygenation to the optimal oxygen doping (y = 7.137)
we found that its maximal Tc was 63K as predicted.
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